Monterey asserts further that it is evident	that the
Secretary's purpose in "requiring" 24 inch clear	travelways
along both sides of Monterey's coal-carrying conveyor belts
is to facilitate walking along both sides of the	belt
(Tr. 49-50) , and that his motive in such purpose	is to encourage
examiners to walk down both sides of the belt in	their
examinations (Tr. 57-61).
Citing mandatory safety standard section 75.303(a), which
requires preshift examination of the active workings of a coal
mine, as well as onshift examinations of coal-carrying belt
conveyors, Monterey points out that the extent of such onshift
examinations of coal-carrying belt conveyors is not specified
in the standard, and that it is not mandatory that an examiner
conducting such an examination walk down both sides of the belt.
Monterey concludes that for an examiner to perform his
obligation it is enough that a clear travelway is maintained
on only one side of the belt, and that if it is the Secretary's
position that such an examination is inadequate, he should
adoptr by formal rulemaking, the requirement that examiners
walk both sides of coal-carrying belt conveyors and that
operators provide clear travelways on both sides of such
beltlines.
Monterey goes on to note that Congress also distinguished
between man-carrying beltlines and coal-carrying beltlines
for purposes of examination.  Preshift examination is
required for man-carrying belts, but only onshift examination
is required for coal-carrying belts.  Citing a Commission
ruling in Secretary of Labor v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation,
2 MSHC 2201, PENN 81-96-R, July 15, 1983, Monterey asserts
that the Commission ruled in that case that coal-carrying
conveyor belts per se are not "active workings."
Monterey concludes that because coal does not fall
within the category "men and materials," a coal-carrying
conveyor belt is not subject to section 75.1403, nor to
section 75.1403-5(g).  In support of this conclusion, Monterey
asserts that the provisions authorizing the Secretary to require
additional safeguards on a mine-by-mine basis to minimize
hazards with respect to transportation of men and materials
does not authorize the Secretary to require additional safe-
guards, such as 24 inch clear travelways, with respect to
belt conveyors which carry coal only.  The Secretary's
authorized representative was without power to issue the
Notice in question to Monterey; in the absence of such authority,
the Notice is invalid.  Consequently, the citations alleging
violations of 30 C.P.R. Section 75.1403-5(g) for failure to
comply with the Notice are also invalid.
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